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AfricAn cSOs BiOdiverSity AlliAnce (AcBA)
S e c u r i n g  A f r i c A ’ S  n A t u r A l  B i o d i v e r S i t y  A n d  H e r i t A g e

Our viSiOn:
Africa’s biodiversity thrives and underpins equitable, socially 
and economically resilient livelihoods based on the rights of 

people to sustainably use their natural resources.
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Our MiSSiOn

our mission is to elevate, 
amplify and create spaces 
and systems for local voices 
to participate and influence 
decision-making processes, 
in the conservation of 
Africa’s biodiversity for 
the mutual and equitable 
benefit of people and the 
environment.

Our vAlueS
AcBA embraces the following values in 
all aspects of its work:

 ● rights-based approach (Human rights, 
fairness, equity – gender, age)

 ● transparency and accountability – to 
people we represent and to each 
other

 ● empowerment – (capacity building, 
Knowledge sharing, decision-making)

 ● inclusivity – (diversity, respect, equal 
voice, tolerance, representation, 

participation)

ABOut AcBA
formed in february 2020, the African cSos Biodiversity Alliance (AcBA) provides a platform 
for African cSos to speak with one voice on issues of Sustainable use of nature that 
contribute to conservation and equitable benefits from nature. ACBA members comprise 
national ngos, civil society organizations (cSos), networks, community-based organizations 
(cBos), youth groups and individual experts that share AcBA’s vision and values. these 
members are involved in a diverse range of activities in the environment and conservation 
sector that include research, advocacy and implementing activities on the ground. 
their interests are both terrestrial and marine and cover thematic areas such as forests, 
climate change, biodiversity conservation and the rights of indigenous People and local 
communities (iPlcs) and peasant farmers and farming communities. the Alliance also 
facilitates sharing of lessons, creates opportunities for collaboration, and influences national, 
regional, continental and global biodiversity policy processes and practices.

Our OBJectiveS
1  Influence national, regional and global policy frameworks to enhance biodiversity 

conservation and sustainable development in Africa
2  Strengthen the ability of African cSos Biodiversity Alliance members to become effective 

and efficient organizations to deliver sustainable use of biodiversity through organizational 
development  

3  Identify and design sustainable financing mechanisms to support African CSOs initiatives
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Our vAlue
PrOPOSitiOn?

AcBA’s founding members envisioned an 
informal network of cSos with a big voice 
and wide reach, cemented together 
by recognizing that nature is essential 
to Africa’s development and that its 
conservation must deliver people and 
nature positive outcomes. AcBA’s strength 
is its membership diversity, geographic 
spread and rich mix of programmatic work 
providing a solid foundation for policy 
influencing and advocacy. The alliance 
offers members opportunities to learn 
from each other and create strategic 

partnerships.

Our
uniQueneSS
Providing a coherent and amplified voice of African CSOs shaping the conservation and 
development agenda of the continent

 ●  “Promotes African grown solutions using African thought leaders and informed by local 
knowledge, local reality and practices.   it engages with knowledge and counterparts 

from other regions based on mutual respect”.

Creating unique knowledge informed by local-level experiences for others 

 ● As a platform AcBA brings together diverse partnerships to create knowledge and share 
lessons. this knowledge is shared through its website, webinars and publications but also 
member channels. AcBA has produced a policy briefs on the future for great apes, 
submitted 3 case studies to the cBd consultation on sustainable use forum and published 
an article on shared earth shared ocean framework to guide the repair of humanity’s 
relationship with nature.
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Our
uniQueneSS
Being a “university” without walls 
for CSOs  

 ● AcBA has emerged as a 
“university’ on sustainable use for 
its members. through a range of 
initiatives and internal meetings 
and webinars, the members learn 
new concepts and ideas that they 
can take to their constituencies 
and build a cadreship of organised 
and politicised networks working 
in environment, conservation, and 
development.  

Voluntary network enriched by diverse 
experiences from all corners of Africa

 ● An attractive feature of AcBA is that it is 
a voluntary platform where innovation is 
organic and not externally imposed. 

Network of diverse individuals and CSOs 
membership

 ● the network is dynamic because its 
members bring their individual and 
organisational knowledge and expertise 
to share and inform discussions around 
sustainable use and related topics. 

convening power 

 ● Ability to convene those that matter to 
the table to seek solutions that work for 
Africa’s people and biodiversity. over 
the past two years, AcBA has held 
dialogues with different multilateral 
institutions to share perspectives on 
key issues including the european 
commission and european union 
members states,  the African 
development Bank, the global 
envrionemnet facility and the 
chinese civil Society Alliance for 
Biodiversity conservation (cSABc) 
among others.

Secretariat

AWf conservation centre, ngong road, Karen
P.o. Box 310, 00502 nairobi, Kenya

+254 (0) 711 063000 | fax +254 726712969
https://africancba.org/
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